RIDE ON MOWERS

TIMECUTTER® ZERO TURN MOWERS / TITAN® HD MYRIDE® ZERO TURN MOWERS

TIMECUTTER® SERIES WITH
MYRIDE® SUSPENSION SYSTEM

INNOVATION

EXPERTS IN
TURF CARE

With well over 1500 patents related
to turf maintenance, innovation
is at the heart of Toro’s success.
Continued investment
in R&D and new
technologies make
Toro the preferred
choice for all.

Join the ranks of satisfied customers around
the globe – make Toro the preferred name at
your home.
On golf courses, parks, municipalities, sports
fields and individual lawns around the world, our
commitment to providing innovative, high quality
products and systems to maintain turf has
become legendary.
From cricket pitches in Australia’s largest ovals
to professional football stadiums around the
world, to St. Andrews, Royal Randwick and
Wimbledon, Toro mowers are used to maintain
some of the most prestigious grassed areas
in the world. This passion and experience also
led us to develop high quality equipment for
home use, with products that make tending your
garden as simple and effortless as possible – so
you can spend more of your time enjoying its
beauty.

CUSTOMER CARE
Our global network of dealers is here to
provide the best support to keep your
equipment in peak condition.
Visit toro.com.au to locate your nearest
Toro dealer.

LEGACY OF EXCELLENCE
Since 1919, The Toro Company has built,
tested and led innovative solutions to care
for your turf. Today, Toro continues to lead
by focusing on creating high performance,
environmentally friendly solutions to help
our customers around the world preserve
the beauty, productivity and sustainability
of the land.
The Old Course, St Andrews, Scotland

TRUSTED BY PROFESSIONALS AND
HOMEOWNERS AROUND THE GLOBE
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TORO® PREMIUM ENGINES

BUILT FOR MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
Both Toro’s premium single cylinder and V-Twin engines are tuned specifically to the requirements of each
machine they power, so they’re ideal for the applications they’re made for. Their intelligent design and tight
tolerances help the governor respond faster with more power when you need it, so you’re ready to handle
your toughest outdoor tasks. With heavy-duty components and innovative features, it’s the perfect match for
the job you need to do. And like every product that carries the Toro name, they’re built to last.
It’s all part of a tradition of quality that began in 1914, when Toro started as an engine manufacturing
company. After more than 100 years of turf care industry leadership, we’re still making products you can
count on.

KEY FEATURES

Two-Barrel Carburetor

Heavy-Duty Air Cleaner Hinge

The two-barrel carburetor allows a
stream of air and fuel mixture to be
dedicated to each cylinder separately
for maximum power and performance.

Tough components are built to last for
added longevity.
Available on V-Twin engines only.

Available on V-Twin engines only.

Quick-Drain Oil Hose

Automotive-Style Piston Assembly

Just pop the hose out of its holder
to drain the oil and pop it back in its
holder when finished, no tools required.

Triple ring design reduces engine oil
consumption and blowby for maximum
power.

Available on V-Twin engines only.

Self-Cleaning Air
Filtration System

VENTS ALLOW ENGINE FAN TO
BLOW DEBRIS OUT OF AIR BOX

Dual-element air filter

This patent-pending
system features a
self-cleaning air box
with a dual-element
air filter and a sloped
floor that keeps
debris out of the
engine — maximising
filter life and engine
performance.
Available on V-Twin
engines only.

Vacuum Override Choke

Cast-Iron Cylinder Liners

Once the engine starts, the choke is
overridden automatically — allowing
for smoother starts.

Durable construction delivers extended
wear for longer engine life.

Available on V-Twin engines only.

5-Bolt Heads

Scan to watch
a video on
TORO® ENGINES.

Provide tighter seal for added
durability.
Available on V-Twin engines only.

Sloped floor

TORO PREMIUM ENGINE BENEFITS:
Single Cylinder

BEYOND QUALITY ASSURANCE
V-Twin

• Overhead valve (OHV) design

• Self-cleaning air filtration system

• Cast iron cylinder liner

• Two-barrel carburetor

• Triple piston rings

• Quick-drain oil hose

• Oversized crankshaft bearings

• Vacuum override choke

• Die cast connecting rod

• 5-bolt heads

• Hardened valve guides

• Heavy-duty air cleaner hinge

• Automatic compression release

• Cast-iron cylinder liners

• Full pressure lubrication oil filter

• Automotive-style piston assembly

• Large dual-stage air filter

Tested, Proven Performance

Warranty

All Toro® premium engines are tested with proprietary procedures
and methods perfected over decades of manufacturing
experience. Because of these tests, we’re able to refine our
engines for optimal performance every time the product is used.

All Toro premium OHV engines are fully covered by The Toro
Company for 3 years.*
*For further details, please contact your Toro certified dealer or
refer to the individual machine Operator’s Manual.

We take quality control very seriously. Before each Toro premium
engine leaves the assembly line, it is tested under load and
checked for power levels and governor response to ensure
consistent peak performance. Components are held to tight
tolerances to ensure consistent production. And every batch of
parts that enters the engine manufacturing facility is checked and
certified before use in production.
Bottom line: You can recommend Toro premium engines
with confidence.
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TIMECUTTER® HD SERIES

TORO® MyRIDE® SUSPENSION SYSTEM

THE KING OF CUSTOM COMFORT

COMFORT OVER ROUGH TERRAIN
MyRIDE® for maximum comfort - The suspended operator platform
allows for 3” of travel and reduces impacts, bumps and vibrations that
reach the operator, resulting in a superior ride. Choose your ride setting
- the operator can easily and quickly adjust rear shock ride settings to
account for their personal ride preferences, without the use of tools!

MAXIMUM COMFORT

THREE COIL-OVER-SHOCK
ABSORBER ASSEMBLIES suspend the

ADJUSTABLE REAR SHOCK
ABSORBERS let you quickly and easily

operator platform for cushioning you’ll appreciate
in your feet, knees and back — all without
sacrificing quality of cut like other suspension
systems.

choose your own personalised comfort
setting from soft to firm.

THE SUSPENSION SYSTEM controls
the motion of the operator platform,
providing a smoother ride than a standard
suspension seat.

CHOOSE YOUR RIDE SETTING

Once you take hold of the controls,
the rest of your body is isolated from
the mower. The suspended operator
platform allows you to float with 3”
of travel — double that of a standard
suspension seat in this class3.

Each person who uses the mower
can quickly and easily adjust the
ride settings to his or her personal
preference, making the TimeCutter HD
the king of custom comfort.

THE DELUXE, THICKLY PADDED
SEAT and rubber floor mat enhance ride
comfort.

Not all features shown are
available on all products.
See specific product pages
for more details.
Shown on the
TimeCutter HD
MyRIDE®

EXCELLENT HANDLING AND
MANOEUVRABILITY
Large 22” rear tyres ensure better
handling and manoeuvrability, plus a
smoother ride.

MORE CUSHION MEANS
MORE COMFORT
With over 5" of secondary suspension
between you and the ground, you’ll
mow in maximum comfort.
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*As compared to Toro TimeCutter® HD without MyRIDE® suspension. Based on testing per ISO 2631 on uneven, hard surfaces at typical mowing speeds.
Results will vary based on terrain, speed, operator, and suspension settings.

3

Typical suspension seats in this class have 1.5” of travel.
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SMART SPEED® CONTROL SYSTEM

THE RECYCLER® ADVANTAGE
The Toro Recycler mulching system creates your own natural fertiliser. This patented system cuts grass
clippings 6-8 times turning them into a fine nutrient-rich mulch to feed your lawn all season. The secret lies
in the unique ‘kickers’ and baffles that direct clippings back into the blades to be re-cut before being released
into your lawn.

Toro’s exclusive Smart Speed® control system takes the time-saving speed and agility of a zero turn mower
and adds greater control. These exclusive Toro innovations let you choose different ground speed ranges with
the flip of a lever without changing the blade or engine speeds.

Toro Recycler kit is optional as an accessory. Please contact your local Toro dealer for more details.

TIME SAVING

THREE GROUND SPEED RANGES - TRIM, TOW, MOW

Spend less time emptying grassbags.

Toro’s Smart Speed® control system lets you choose from
three ground speed ranges for optimal performance. Use low
TRIM range to trim closer for maximum time savings, choose
medium TOW range for towing attachments, or select high
MOW range to mow large open areas and finish quickly.

BENEFICIAL TO YOUR TURF
Nutrient-rich clippings are returned to the soil where
they quickly feed the roots for a healthy, lush garden.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
No need for disposal, which eliminates transportation
costs and landfill use.

Use
75%less
Fertiliser
per year

*

Reduce Runoff
by improving
water infiltration
*
by

12%

Gardens are

15%
healthier

*

* In studies comparing returning clippings to the ground vs. collection.
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Scan to learn
more about the
TORO TIMECUTTER.
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TIMECUTTER® ZERO TURN MOWERS

INNOVATION AND DURABILITY YOU CAN COUNT ON
Toro’s innovative features simplify operation and reduce trimming to help you save time so you can spend
more time enjoying your lawn and less time mowing it. The Toro TimeCutter® cuts your mowing time
almost in half†, which means less work for you and your mower. You’ll not only have more time to enjoy,
you’ll extend the working life of your mower.

ZERO TURN TECHNOLOGY AND SAVE TIME
For more than 25 years, Toro has been manufacturing zero turn mowers that deliver an outstanding quality of
cut along with the time savings of zero turn technology. Just as Toro is the choice of professional landscapers,
Toro TimeCutter® mowers are the smart choice for you. You’ll mow like a pro and you’ll do it all in a lot less time.

MOW AROUND OBSTACLES
IN ONE EASY MOVEMENT

Smart Features. Proven Dependability.

TRADITIONAL TRACTOR

Average Customer Reported Time Savings by Yard Size†

WORK SMARTER, NOT HARDER

HOW TO DRIVE A ZERO TURN MOWER

= Previous Mowing Time
= Mowing Time with a TimeCutter

43% Time
Savings

Time It Takes To Mow Yard

The time saved with a Toro zero turn mower quickly
adds up. Find your yard size on this graph and discover
how much mowing time our customers have reported
saving with their Toro zero turn mower.

45% Time
Savings

47% Time
Savings

47% Time
Savings

1–3

½–1

Lever steering is as intuitive as driving a shopping trolley. Push or pull as shown to steer where you want to go.

¼–½

Yard Size in Acres
†

Scan to see video
on how easy it is to
DRIVE A ZERO TURN.

Millions of homeowners have discovered the ease-of-use and
time saving advantages of zero turn mowers. They are as easy
and intuitive to drive as a shopping cart.

Easy Operation

3+
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ZERO TURN MOWER

 ime savings by yard size are from 2007 to 2008 survey results for Toro
T
residential zero turn mowers, as reported by owners.

REVERSE

TURN RIGHT

STOP

TURN LEFT

FORWARD
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DESIGNED FOR HOMEOWNERS
Toro has a wide portfolio of ride on mower options for any size garden, large or small.
The Toro range has many patented technologies and features, designed to make our mowers
noticeably more comfortable and easy to use, whilst delivering the excellent standards of finish you
expect from a quality mower.

WHICH ONE IS RIGHT FOR YOU?

Whether it’s for dependable performance, manoeuvrability or heavy-duty
applications, Toro has a mower that’s right for you.

Toro ride on mowers are engineered to efficiently handle extreme conditions and challenging terrain,
without sacrificing cut quality or your comfort. Their unmatched manoeuvrability for cutting around trees
and landscaping, power and durability, all contribute to produce long-lasting performance.
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TimeCutter® SS Series

TimeCutter® MX Series

BEST FOR:
Manoeuvrability and time saving.

BEST FOR:
Durable and dependable performance
and manoeuvrability.

TimeCutter® HD Series

Titan® HD 2000 Series MyRIDE®

BEST FOR:
Rough terrain and maximum comfort.

BEST FOR:
Heavy-duty applications where terrain
is more rugged.
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TIMECUTTER® SS SERIES

MAKE THE SMART CHOICE

KEY FEATURES

Automatic Parking Brake
Automatically engages when the
control arms are moved outward.
Eliminates the need for a separate
parking brake, making operation easy.

Powerful Toro® Premium
OHV Engine

Deep 10.2 cm Steel Deck
Provides superior cutting performance
in all conditions.

Smart Speed® Control System –
Three Speed Range - Trim, Tow, Mow

Powerful Toro® single and V-Twin
cylinder engines provide smooth,
quiet and optimal power.

Use low TRIM range to trim closer for
maximum time savings, choose medium
TOW range for towing attachments, or
select high MOW range to mow large
open areas and finish quickly.

Comfortable Seats

Dual Hydrostatic Drive System

18” (45.7 cm) extra tall seats provide
ample back support for a smooth,
comfortable ride.

Provides independent power to each
wheel for maximum traction and
manoeuvrability.

Heavy-duty 10 Gauge Frame
Provides increased strength,
durability and reliability.

Save your mowing time with the zero turn mower compared to a standard lawn tractor.
It’s as rugged and tough as it is agile and smooth. The TimeCutter® SS offers 25 years of expert zero turn
mower design and development, placing the professional brand in your capable hands - allowing you to
groom your lawn like the pros.

SPECIFICATIONS

SS 3225 (74710)

SS 4225 (74726)

16 hp (11.9 kW) Toro® OHV
Single Cylinder 452 cc

22.5 hp (16.8 kW)
Toro® OHV V-Twin Cylinder 708 cc

Cutting Width

32 inch (81.3 cm)

42 inch (106.7 cm)

Deck Material

Stamped Steel

Stamped Steel

Ground Speed

Smart Speed® Control System –
3 speed range, 0 – 11.3 km/h

Smart Speed® Control System –
3 speed range, 0 – 11.3 km/h

Engine

UP TO

12

5,000m2

UP TO

7,000m2
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TIMECUTTER® MX SERIES

THE ADDED TOUGHNESS OF A FABRICATED DECK

KEY FEATURES

Smart Speed® Control System –
Three Speed Range - Trim, Tow, Mow

Powerful Toro® Premium
OHV V-Twin Engine

Use low TRIM range to trim closer for
maximum time savings, choose medium
TOW range for towing attachments, or
select high MOW range to mow large
open areas and finish quickly.

Powerful Toro® V-Twin cylinder engine
provides smooth, quiet and optimal
power.

Fabricated Deck

Automatic Parking Brake

Fully-welded 10-gauge steel, this deck
can handle tough conditions. The lower
the gauge number the thicker the steel.

Automatically engages when the control
arms are moved outward. Eliminates
the need for a separate parking brake,
making operation easy.

Height-of-Cut Assist Pedal

Heavy-duty 10 Gauge Frame

Foot-assist height of cut makes it
easier for you to raise and lower the
fabricated deck (on models 74760 and
74774).

Provides increased strength,
durability and reliability.

MyRIDE® Suspension System

Dual Hydrostatic Drive System

The TimeCutter® MX5075 zero turn lawn
mower features the smooth MyRIDE®
suspension system with a suspended
operator platform that cushions you from
bumps and vibrations on rough terrain.

Provides independent power to each
wheel for maximum traction and
manoeuvrability.

Model year 2015 shown

TimeCutter® MX zero turn mowers offer the same time-saving speed and agility of a TimeCutter® SS with
the added strength and durability of a fabricated deck and heavy-duty transmissions. With great features
like our exclusive Smart Speed® control system , you can choose from 3 speeds giving you greater control
when trimming, towing attachments and mowing.

NEW!

SPECIFICATIONS

NEW!

MX 4200 (74766)

MX 4250 (74760)

MX 5050 (74774)

MX 5075 MyRIDE® (74778)

22.5 hp (16.8 kW) Toro® OHV
V-Twin Cylinder 708 cc

24.5 hp (18.3 kW) Toro® OHV
V-Twin Cylinder 708 cc

24.5 hp (18.3 kW) Toro® V-Twin
Cylinder 708 cc

24.5 hp (18.3 kW) Toro® V-Twin
Cylinder 708 cc

Cutting Width

42 inch (106.7 cm)

42 inch (106.7 cm)

50 inch (127 cm)

50 inch (127 cm)

Deck Material

Fabricated Deck

Fabricated Deck

Fabricated Deck

Fabricated Deck

Ground Speed

Smart Speed®
Control System –
3 speed range,
0 – 11.3 km/h

Smart Speed®
Control System –
3 speed range,
0 – 11.3 km/h

Smart Speed®
Control System –
3 speed range,
0 – 11.3 km/h

Smart Speed®
Control System –
3 speed range,
0 – 11.3 km/h

UP TO

UP TO

UP TO

UP TO

Engine
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NEW!

7,000m2

7,000m2

10,000m2

10,000m2
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TIMECUTTER® HD SERIES

FAST. COMFORTABLE. HEAVY-DUTY.

FLOAT COMFORTABLY OVER ROUGH TERRAIN WITH
THE MyRIDE® SUSPENSION SYSTEM

Three Coil-Over-Shock Absorber
Assemblies suspend the operator
platform for cushioning you’ll
appreciate in your feet, knees and back
— all without sacrificing quality of cut
like other suspension systems.

The Suspension System controls
the motion of the operator platform,
providing a smoother ride than a
standard suspension seat.

A Step Guide on the deck gives you
secure footing.

Adjustable Rear Shock Absorbers let
you quickly and easily choose your own
personalised comfort setting from soft to
firm.

The Deluxe, Thickly Padded Seat and
rubber floor mat enhance ride comfort.

*As compared to Toro TimeCutter HD without MyRIDE suspension. Based on testing per ISO 2631 on uneven, hard surfaces at typical mowing speeds.
Results will vary based on terrain, speed, operator, and suspension settings.

KEY FEATURES

The TimeCutter® HD zero turn mower does more than cut grass to perfection. It can also cut your mowing
time almost in half1. But when you’re bouncing around on rough terrain, speed won’t do you any good
without superior comfort to match. The smooth MyRIDE® Suspension System (available on model 75212)
features a suspended operator platform that cushions you from bumps and vibrations, so you can be
more productive and stay comfortable. And the heavy-duty GRADE 50 high-strength steel deck is nearly
50% stronger than other decks2, so you can power through tough grass. You’ll not only enjoy mowing —
you’ll enjoy more free time.

Maximum Comfort

Choose Your Ride Setting

Once you take hold of the controls,
the rest of your body is isolated from
the mower. The suspended operator
platform allows you to float with 3”
of travel — double that of a standard
suspension seat in this class3.

Each person who uses the mower can
quickly and easily adjust the ride settings
to his or her personal preference, making
the TimeCutter HD the king of custom
comfort.

Excellent Handling and
Manoeuvrability

SPECIFICATIONS

Engine

Large 22” rear tyres ensure better
handling and manoeuvrability, plus a
smoother ride.
ZX 4800 (75201)

MR 5400 with MyRIDE® (75212)

22.5 hp (16.8 kW) Toro® V-Twin 708 cc

24.5 hp (18.3 kW) Toro® V-Twin 708 cc

Cutting Width

48 inch (121.9 cm)

54 inch (137.2 cm)

Ground Speed

Smart Speed® Control System – 3 speed range
0 – 13.7 km/h

Smart Speed® Control System – 3 speed range
0 – 13.7 km/h

Time savings are from 2008-2012 survey results for Toro residential zero turn mowers, as reported by owners.
Compared to regular 11-gauge steel decks. Deck shell and leading edge are made of high-strength 10-gauge steel.

More Cushion Means More Comfort
With over 5" of secondary suspension between you
and the ground, you’ll mow in maximum comfort.

1
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2

3

Typical suspension seats in this class have 1.5” of travel.
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DURABILITY IS IN THE DETAILS

TIMECUTTER® HD SERIES

ADDED FUNCTIONALITY

PROFESSIONAL-GRADE PERFORMANCE

TimeCutter® HD mowing decks are made of fully-welded GRADE 50 high-strength steel to
stand up to your toughest mowing challenges. In fact, our high-strength 10-gauge steel
deck is nearly 50% stronger than regular 11-gauge steel decks, giving you the durability
acreages demand. From top to bottom, every detail delivers the heavy-duty performance
of a commercial mower, down to the quality of cut. It’s not only built to last; it’s built to
give you a property that makes you proud.

Heavy-Duty Construction
This unbeatable combination of features is designed for durability in the
toughest conditions. It all adds up to a mower that’s built to last.
• 2.5" x 2.5" fully tubular front axle
• Heavy-duty caster forks
• 10-gauge steel frame
• Dual hydrostatic commercial transmissions
• 1" spindle shafts with oversized spindle housings
• Heavy-duty full engine guard

MAINTAIN MORE THAN JUST YOUR GRASS

Caring for your property doesn’t stop with mowing. That’s why TimeCutter® HD mowers give you added features to
handle more tasks. From towing attachments to carrying a bucket for mulch or debris, you get added functionality
that will save you time on countless jobs around your property.

2.5" x 2.5" Fully
Tubular Front Axle

Heavy-Duty
Caster Forks

10-Gauge
Steel Frame

Superior Cutting Performance
The front tunnel design and high blade tip speed create a vacuum that lifts
grass straight up for a crisp, clean cut and a healthier lawn. The deep deck
design clears clippings fast while maximising power.

Smart Speed® with Tow Mode
Choose from three ground speed
ranges for optimal performance. Use
low Trim range for closer trimming,
medium Tow range for towing
attachments, or high Mow range to
mow large open areas.

Standard Tow Hitch
With the Smart Speed® control system
and the standard hitch, you can tow
attachments with precision speed and
control.

*Compared to regular 11-gauge steel decks. Deck shell and leading edge are made of high-strength 10-gauge steel.

Attach Buckets
Take a utility bucket with you to carry
tools, debris or other supplies. Simply
rest your bucket on the lip built into the
rear engine guard, and secure it with a
strap to hold it in place.*

12V Accessory Port
Need portable power to charge your MP3
player or personal fan? Just plug it into
the 12V accessory port.

*Bucket and strap not included.
Refer to owner’s manual for weight
and use restrictions.
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ALL-NEW TITAN® HD MyRIDE® SERIES

TACKLE YOUR TOUGHEST JOBS

KEY FEATURES

NEW!

MyRIDE® Suspension System

Commercial-Grade Durability

The MyRIDE® suspended operator
platform allows for 3.0” of travel, isolating
bumps and vibrations from the operator.
Rear shock ride settings are easily and
quickly adjusted to account for personal
ride preference, without the use of tools.

From the durable 7/10-gauge high-strength
steel TURBO FORCE® cutting deck, to
the rugged 2” x 3” tubular frame and
commercial-grade hydraulics, the TITAN HD
MyRIDE® zero turn mowers are built to last.

TURBO FORCE® Cutting Decks

Commercial-Grade Hydraulics

TITAN® HD MyRIDE® features side
discharge cutting decks. Toro’s
patented TURBO FORCE® decks are
constructed to handle rugged terrain
delivering the ultimate in cutting
performance and durability. Nothing
cuts as well as TURBO FORCE®.

The integrated pump and wheel motor
uses proven commercial hydraulic
components while eliminating hoses and
other potential leak points. You’ll get a
smoother, faster response while enjoying
an even more reliable machine.

Commercial-Grade Engine
Height of Cut Adjustment

Powered by commercial-grade
engine from Toro®. Provides optimal
performance and reliability.
Heavy-duty canister style air filtration
system protects the engine from
contaminants and prolongs product life.

The TITAN® HD MyRIDE® Series mowers deliver durability, professional results and performance at an
outstanding value. Tackle your toughest jobs, on or off the mower, with the tool-mounting capability,
bringing unmatched utility and productivity right to your fingertips.

GET THE MOST FROM YOUR TITAN HD MyRIDE®

Change the deck height quickly and easily
with this intuitively designed panel.

Customise your Titan HD MyRIDE® with these accessories

INNOVATIVE TOOL CARRYING
Quick Carry
System

TITAN HD provides you the
exclusive ability to easily attach
your tools and accessories
directly to the mower with the
innovative tool-mounting
brackets, saving you time and
improving your efficiency.

Universal Tool
Mount

Trimmer
Mount

19 Litre Bucket
with Toro Logo

‘Triple Threat’
Utility Kit

Heavy-Duty Bagging Kit*
Blower/Completing Kit

Includes Bucket Holder Kit,
Universal Mount and Trimmer Mount

Bucket Holder Kit
and Trash Picker
Mount

Seat Cover

Hitch Cover

Universal Mount Kit

Trimmer Mount Kit

Maintenance Kits

Trash Bag

MVP Kit

Deck Maintenance
Jack

* Heavy-Duty Bagging Kit
requires Completion Kit

*Tool-mounting kits are optional attachments.

Bucket
Mount

SPECIFICATIONS

Engine
Cutting Width

2000 Series MyRIDE® (74465)

2000 Series MyRIDE® (74466)

2000 Series MyRIDE® (74467)

24.5 hp (18.3 kW)
Toro® V-Twin Cylinder 708 cc

24.5 hp (18.3 kW)
Toro® V-Twin Cylinder 708 cc

24.5 hp (18.3 kW)
Toro® V-Twin Cylinder 708 cc

48 inch (121.9 cm)

52 inch (132.1 cm)

60 inch (152.4 cm)

Deck Material

20

Ground Speed

Recycler ® Kit

TURBO FORCE® 7/10-gauge high-strength steel with bull-nose bumper
14.5 km/h

14.5 km/h

14.5 km/h
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GENUINE TORO® ATTACHMENTS AND ACCESSORIES

CUSTOMISE YOUR MOWER
ATTACHMENTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR TIMECUTTER® SS, MX AND HD

Recycler® Mulch Kit

Light Kit

Cargo Carrier

Sunshade

The Toro Recycler mulching system
creates your own natural fertiliser. This
patented system cuts grass clippings
6-8 times turning them into a fine
nutrient-rich mulch to feed your lawn
all season. The secret lies in the unique
‘kickers’ and baffles that direct clippings
back into the blades to be re-cut before
being released into your lawn.

Gives you the option to mow your grass in
low light conditions.

Perfect for light duty hauling
capabilities for mulch, soil, garden
tools and other items for working in
the yard. No “jack knifing” and it’s easy
to store.

Keep cool and dry while you mow. The
Toro sunshade increases operator
comfort by shielding you from the
elements.

Twin Bagger

Deck Maintenance Jack & Jack
Mounting Kit

Attaches easily and is great for
cleaning up grass clippings and leaves.

(Fits most TimeCutter mowers)

(Requires weight kit and mounting kit
if bagger not installed. Fits TimeCutter
model years 2011 & newer)

Armrest Kit

Assist Bar & Step Kit

Adjustable armrests improve operator
productivity by reducing fatigue.

Help the operator to get on and off the
mower more steadily.

(Includes Mounting Kit and Weight Kit.)

Helps lift up the mower deck for easy
maintenance.

Tow-Behind Dump Cart

Toro Engine Maintenance Kit

Foot Assist Height of Cut System

Hour Meter Kit

Transporting material is easy with this
heavy-duty poly bed large dump cart.

Keep your Toro mower running smoothly,
season after season. Kit includes: engine
oil, spark plug, fuel filter, oil filter, air filter
and fuel treatment.

Allows you to quickly and easily raise
the mowing deck while mowing to
avoid scalping and can also be used to
lift the mowing deck while changing
height of cut positions.

Keep your mower in peak condition by
adding an hour meter for determining
service maintenance.

Bagger Enhancement Kit

Deluxe Seat Kit

Seat & Product Covers

Anti-Vibration Floor Mat

Prevents the grass clippings to go
out through the front of the deck.
It enhances bagging performance
in extreme conditions.

When you’re mowing for an extended
period, there’s no substitute for a good
seat. The deluxe seat offers premium
support during longer mowing sessions.

Provides protection to the seats and
machine from weathering and damage.
The seat cover is held firmly in place
with an elastic cord and made with
polyester, water-resistant fabric.

This rubber floor mat is a great addition
to your TimeCutter® mower. Reduce
vibration and dampens deck noise during
mowing.

(For TimeCutter SS and MX models only)

FINANCE

WARRANTY

Purchasing Toro products is easy and affordable with special Toro sponsored finance promotions available
through your participating certified Toro independent dealer.

Building the best machines in the industry allows us to back them with the best warranty in the industry.
Ask your dealer to learn about our warranty coverage.
•

3 years Limited Warranty on TimeCutter® SS and MX mowers

•

3 years or 300 hours^ Limited Warranty on TimeCutter® HD mowers

•

4 years or 750 hours^ Limited Warranty on Titan® HD 2000 series MyRIDE® mowers

^Whichever occurs first.
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SPECIFICATIONS
TimeCutter® SS

TimeCutter® MX

TimeCutter® HD

SS 3225

SS 4225

MX 4200

MX 4250

MX 5050

74710

74726

74766

74760

74774

MX 5075
with MyRIDE®
74778

ZX 4800

MR 5400 with MyRIDE®

75201

75212

22.5 hp (16.8 kW)
Toro® OHV V-Twin
Cylinder 708 cc

24.5 hp (18.3 kW)
Toro® OHV V-Twin Cylinder 708 cc

Titan® HD
2000 Series 48”
with MyRIDE®
74465

2000 Series 52”
with MyRIDE®
74466

2000 Series 60”
with MyRIDE®
74467

POWER SYSTEM
Engine**
Engine Guard
Starter
Drive System

16 hp (11.9 kW) Toro®
22.5 hp (16.8 kW)
OHV Single Cylinder
Toro® OHV V-Twin
452 cc
Cylinder 708 cc
Standard
Electronic Keystart
Dual Hydrostatic Hydro-Gear®
ZT 2100

11.4 litres
Fuel Capacity
Ground Speed Smart Speed® Control System - 3 Speed Range
11.3 km/h
(Maximum)
45.7 cm x 15.2 cm
45.7 cm x 19 cm
Tyres (Rear)
28 cm x 10.2 cm
Tyres (Front)
Standard
Optional
Digital Hour Meter

22.5 hp (16.8 kW)
Toro® OHV V-Twin
Cylinder 708 cc

24.5 hp (18.3 kW)
Toro® OHV V-Twin Cylinder 708 cc
Standard
Electronic Keystart

Dual Hydrostatic
Hydro-Gear®
ZT 2100

MOWING DECKS
Cutting Width
Deck Material
Deck Depth
Deck Mount

Deck Spindles

Discharge
Deflector
Height of Cut
Blade Tip Speed††
Anti-Scalp Rollers
Foot Assist HOC
Frame Gauge
Recycler Kit
Washout Port

Standard, bucket-ready
Electronic Keystart

Standard
Electronic Keystart

Dual Hydrostatic
Hydro-Gear® ZT 3100

Dual Hydrostatic
Hydro-Gear® ZT3100

18.9 litres
Smart Speed® Control System - 3 Speed Range
13.7 km/h
55.9 cm x 25.4 cm
33 cm x 16.5 cm
Standard

26.5 litres

Dual Hydrostatic Hydro-Gear® ZT 2200

11.4 litres
Smart Speed® Control System - 3 Speed Range
11.3 km/h
45.7 cm x 19 cm
50.8 cm x 25.4 cm
28 cm x 10.2 cm
33 cm x 12.7 cm
33 cm x 16.5 cm
Optional
Standard
Optional

24.5 hp (18.3 kW) Toro® V-Twin Cylinder 708 cc

14.5 km/h
58.4 cm x 24.1 cm
33 cm x 16.5 cm
Standard

58.4 cm x 26.7 cm

28 cm x 10.2 cm
32 inch (81.3 cm)
42 inch (106.7 cm)
Stamped Steel
Stamped Steel
– Single blade
– Twin blade
12 cm
11 cm
Deck suspended from front frame by a single
trunion rod and attached to lift mechanism
by two hanger brackets
19.9 mm dia.
17.0 mm dia. spindle
spindle shaft, die cast
shaft, die cast
aluminium spindle
aluminium spindle
housing (1) with
housing (2) with
permanently
permanently
lubricated precision
lubricated precision
ball bearings
ball bearings

42 inch (106.7 cm)

50 inch (127 cm)

Fabricated – Twin blade

Fabricated – Triple blade

54 inch (137.2 cm)

Fabricated – Grade 50 high-strength 10-gauge

48 inch (121.9 cm)

52 inch (132.1 cm)

60 inch (152.4 cm)

TURBO FORCE® 7/10-gauge high-strength steel with bull-nose bumper

10.2 cm

11.5 cm

12.7 cm

Deck suspended from front frame by a single trunion rod and attached
to lift mechanism by two hanger brackets

Deck suspended from the frame by heavy-duty chains. Deck front pivot
panel prevents deck sway.

Deck suspended from the frame by heavy-duty chains.
Deck front pivot panel prevents deck sway.

17.0 mm dia. spindle shaft, die cast aluminium
17.0 mm dia. spindle shaft, die cast aluminium
spindle housing (2) with permanently lubricated spindle housing (3) with permanently lubricated
precision ball bearings
precision ball bearings

Three 20.3 cm dia. die cast aluminium spindle
housing with permanently lubricated ball bearings and 2.5 cm
spindle shafts.

Three 20.3 cm dia. die cast aluminium spindle housing with permanently lubricated
ball bearings and 2.5 cm spindle shafts.

Moulded plastic

Moulded plastic

Moulded rubber

Moulded plastic
3.8 – 11.4 cm, 7 positions
18,959 ft/min
17,810 ft/min
@ 3400 RPM
@ 3400 RPM
Standard
Optional
10-gauge
Optional
Standard

48 inch (121.9 cm)

3.8 – 11.4 cm, 7 positions
17,810 ft/min @ 3400 RPM

18,880 ft/min
@ 3400 RPM

18,330 ft/min @ 3400 RPM
Standard

Optional

Standard

-

Standard
10-gauge
Optional
Standard

3.8 – 11.4 cm, 13 positions
18,664 ft/min
@ 3400 RPM
Standard
Standard
10-gauge
Optional
Standard

3.8 cm – 12.7 cm in 0.64 cm increments, 15 positions
18,500 ft/min @ 3400 RPM
Standard
Standard (foot operated only)
11-gauge
Optional
Standard

USER-FRIENDLY FEATURES
Seat
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45.7 cm extra tall

MyRIDE® suspension
system deluxe seat
with large bolsters
and thick cushion

45.7 cm thickly
padded premium

45.7 cm extra tall

45.7 cm thickly
padded premium

MyRIDE® suspension system deluxe seat
with large bolsters and thick cushion

MyRIDE® suspension system deluxe seat
with large bolsters and thick cushion

Steering
Levers/Control

Dual wrap-around levers control the hydraulic
pumps in the transaxles

Dual wrap-around levers control the hydraulic pumps in the transaxles

Dual wrap-around levers control the
hydraulic pumps in the transaxles

Dual, wrap-around control levers
with heavy-duty dampeners

Turning Radius
Adjustable
Armrests
Floor Mat
Hitch Kit
ROPS
Dimensions
Overall Length

Zero radius turn (ZTR)

Zero radius turn (ZTR)

Zero radius turn (ZTR)

Zero radius turn (ZTR)

Optional
Standard

Optional

Optional

Standard

Optional

Standard

Standard
-

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard
Standard
Optional

Standard
Standard
No-tools folding

Standard
-

182.4 cm

182.4 cm

182.4 cm

182.4 cm

185.2 cm

185.2 cm

208.5 cm

208.5 cm

Overall Width

99.6 cm
(deflector down)

136.7 cm
(deflector down)

136.7 cm
(deflector down)

137.2 cm
(deflector down)

156.7 cm
(deflector down)

156.7 cm
(deflector down)

161 cm
(deflector down)

176 cm
(deflector down)

Overall Height

94.7 cm

94.7 cm

94.7 cm

106.7 cm

99.3 cm

107.7 cm

112 cm

114.8 cm

Weight
Warranty #

210.9 kg

227.3 kg

231.8 kg

255 kg

351.9 kg

289.4 kg

337.5 kg

3 years

3 years

See dealer for full warranty details. **The gross or net torque of this engine was laboratory rated by the engine manufacturer in accordance with the appropriate SAE specification. As configured to meet safety,
emission and operating requirements, the actual engine torque on this class of mower will be significantly lower. We reserve the right to improve our products and make changes in the specifications, designs and
standard equipment without notice and without incurring obligation.

366.5 kg
3 years / 300 hours

208.3 cm

208.3 cm

209.3 cm

160.3 cm
(deflector down)

170.8 cm
(deflector down)

191.1 cm
(deflector down)

179.1 cm
(ROPS Up)

179.1 cm
(ROPS Up)

179.1 cm
(ROPS Up)

421.4 kg
4 years / 750 hours limited

432.7 kg
4 years / 750 hours limited

444.5 kg
4 years / 750 hours limited
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#

††

Blade tip speed is the theoretical maximum speed in feet per minute and is likely to vary.

= Enhanced or step-up feature
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Your local certified Toro dealer:

FOLLOW US!

facebook.com/toroaus
twitter.com/toroaus
youtube.com/toroaustralia

110319/IND-C0204
03-2019
Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only. Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. We reserve the right
to improve our products and make changes in specifications, designs, and standard equipment without notice and without incurring obligation. The gross horsepower of the engines have been
laboratory rated by the various engine manufacturers. As configured to meet safety, emission and operating requirements, the actual engine horsepower on this class may be significantly lower.
Many of the products you will find in certified Toro dealers’ stores come with a warranty or guarantee from The Toro Company. In addition, our goods come with guarantees that cannot be
excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage.
You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure. Full details of your consumer rights
may be found at www.consumerlaw.gov.au
#

See your certified Toro dealers for details on all of our warranties.

